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TL 360 Ceiling
DESCRIPTION
Modern meets practical in the 360 flush mount ceiling fixture by
Tech Lighting. What makes the 360 unique is its plated base
and the perfectly circular crisp White glass diffuser. Light is
pleasantly dispersed in a 360degree direction making this
flush mount ideal for general illumination in places such as
family rooms, basements and hallways. The 360 ceiling fixture
is available in Antique Bronze and Satin Nickel and comes in
two distinct sizes, small and large. Available lamping options
include incandescent and compact fluorescent, both lamping
options are fully dimmable to create the desired ambiance. For
a list of compatible dimmers please refer to dimming chart for
more information. May be mounted on the ceiling or wall.
Available in two lamp configurations; incandescent and
fluorescent. Large incandescent includes two 120 volt, 40 watt
G9 base halogen lamps; large fluorescent includes two 13 watt
2GX7 base twin tube lamps and electronic ballast; small
incandescent includes one 120 volt, 40 watt G9 base halogen
lamp. Incandescent version dimmable with a standard
incandescent dimmer. Suitable for wet locations. ADA
compliant.
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INSTALLATION
Mounts to a standard 4" square junction box with round plaster
ring (provided by electrician).
WEIGHT
9.1lb / 4.13kg ±
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Compact fluorescent lamp option available only with Large Size.
The standard compact fluorescent lamp option is not compatible with occupancy sensors. To customize the compact fluorescent lamp option for use
with occupancy sensors, please contact the Tech Lighting Quotes Department, quotes@generationbrands.com, for details.
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